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ABSTRACT
,Leave-Taking Behavior Between Preschool Children
and Their Parents
by
Elizabeth Y. Aoki , Master of Science
Utah State University, 1975
Major Professor: Dr. J. Craig Peery
Department: Family and Child Development
Behavior of 84 parent-child dyads e ngaged in separation in preschool
settings are presented.

A factor analysis and correlation matrix revealed

patterns of chi ld-parent-teacher interaction, child-parent tactile-affilia tive
behavior, and child dependency -attachment behavior.

The main pattern

showed high parent-teacher gazing, smiling, and approaching interaction and
high teacher smiling and gazing activi ty toward the child. A teacher-mediator
theory in which the teacher 's presence is important as an anxiety-l essening
factor in child-parent leave-taking behavior is suggested and discussed to both
interpret the findings and for further leave-taking research.
(81 pages)

INTRODUCTION

Leave-taking, or the process of separation, is a common human social
inte raction that occurs when individuals part from each other for any number of
r easons.

On one level, separation occurs between friends or family members

when a person is hospitalized, goes on a trip, moves to another town, or dies.
More commonly, there are daily brief, temporary, and routine separations
whe n individuals and family members part from each other for work, school,
s hopping, running errands, and so on . But whether the separation is to be
fin al , long, or brief, there is usu a lly a leave-taking "ritual" that occurs at
the time of departure and/ or s epa ration.
The re has been conside r able research done on parent-c hild attach ment be havior, and on the consequences of separation and lengths of interru ption in pa r e nt-child relationships (e . g., Bowlby, 1969, 1973; Ainsworth,
1968, 1969 ; Maccoby and Masters, 1970).

However, the specific behavioral

elem ents of lea ve-taking have been neglected in such research.

Observing and

studying specific behaviors are e thological methods of research.
Many researchers have discussed the possible extension of ethological
find ings and method s to human s ocial behavior (Ambrose, 1961; Barnett, 1955;
Berg, 1966 ; Blurton Jone s and Leac h, 1972; Bowlby, 1957, 1958; Bridge r,
1962; Chance , 1967 ; Eible- Eibes fe ldt, 1970; Freedman, 1967, 1968 , 1971;
Hass, 19 70; Hutt and Hutt, 1970; Jensen a nd Bobbitt, 1968; Kaufm a n, 196 0a ;
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Klopfer, 1968; Kraus, 1970; Maslow, Rand, and Newman, 1960; Masserman,
1968; Price, 1967; Rule, 1967; Russell and Russell, 1957, 1971; Spitz, 1955;
Tinbergen, 1968; Zegans, 1967).
Such papers often follow a similar pattern: reference to Darwin, a
description of methods, citation of animal work, justification of its relevance,
general speculation, and a plea for research.

Most have appeared in non-

biological publications, and probably intended to push the usefulness of ethology
(McGrew, 1972).

However, few of the authors have produced empirical in-

vestigations or have described and analyzed recurring fixed-action patterns
(i.e., a descriptive term referring to relatively stereotyped, discrete movements capable of reliable, replicable recording by an observer) exhibited by
humans in social interaction.
A few workers have conducted observational studies of human behavior
as the e thologist has done with animal behavior.

They recorded specific

behavioral elements of spontaneously occurring social interaction without
interfering with or modifying them (e. g ., Esser, 1968; Wolff and Chess, 1964).
The behaviors selected for examination ranged from a specific pattern, for
example , the head nod (Birdwhistell , 1962), to general sociability (Rausch,
Dittman, and Taylor, 1959). While watching children with their mothers at
nursery school, Blurton Jones (1967) did not us e predetermined categories,
but starting with the observable behavior, he built up a pattern of the occurrence
of the different kinds of behavior.
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Blurton Jones and Leach (1972) found that interactions between children and their mothers at separation and greeting are composed of a number of
items of behavior (e. g., touch, smile, pucker, wave, and so on) which can be
observe d repeatedly. Kendon and Ferber (1970) observed a series of actions
in greeting behavior, and found a pattern of essential or conventional constituents of greeting which include facial expressions and body gestures.

Similarly,

Scheflen (1972) noted that adults discontinue interaction by displaying a certain
"pos tural frame" and demonstrate a series of leave-taking movements.
Research is limited regarding the recording of the individual elements
ofl eave- ta kingbehavior. Previous research has concentrated upon the socioaffective-cognitive aspects of separation.

Present conceptions of leave-taking

are looked at under a different light and it is treated in this research not only
as a social and / or psychological phenomenon, but as a physical one as well.
That is, le ave-taking behavior is studied as a phenomenon in itself, as well as
an ac tivity that has social and psychological implications.
Tbis research concerns the occurrence of a number of items of
behavior shown by the child and his parent in a restricted situation: when the
parent leaves the child at preschool. It is hoped that something specific might
be learned about leave-taking behavior.

Statement of the Problem

The problem to be investigated in this s tudy was: Is l eave -taking
between children and their parents composed of a number of items of behavior

4

which can be observed repeatedly? The purpose of the study was to discover
the movements and touch practices used by preschool - age children and their
parents in leave-taking procedures in a preschool setting. The problem was
to discover with what frequency a behavior occurred and how it related to the
occurrence of other behaviors in the interaction.

Objectives

The nature of this study was large ly inductive and exploratory, with
the major objective of seeking to identify and explain the items of behavior in
separation and their organization by application of ethological methods of
observati on and research.

Two secondary objectives arise from this study.

One is the r elevance of the obser vations and ana lysis to the concepts of attachment a nd separation in parents and c hildren.

The other is the r e lationship

between the behavior of the child and the behavior of the parent, with e mphasis
on the leave-taking influences of one on the other, with the possible influence
of a third person, the preschool teacher.

5

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The review of literature will be presented in the following order:
(1) human ethology, (2) separation, (3) attachment, and (4) nonverbal communication.

Human Ethology

The published studies thus far are so diverse that the only inclusive
definition of human ethology seems to be "a biological approach to human
behavior." (See Tinbergen's discussion of ethology and related disciplines,
1963.) Several investigators have adopted ethological "attitudes" toward
behavior seen in experimental conditions (McGrew, 1972). That is, they have
used objective descriptions of motor patterns rather than standard instrumental
responses or indirect measures.

Other investigators have recorded ongoing

behavior in specifically designed free-field situations or restricted environments, and others use ethological techniques when transferring concepts
derived from lower animal studies to human social situations (McGrew, 1972).
The description of behavior patterns is the main problem, and no one
has yet clai med to have produced a definitive list (McGrew, 1972).

Although

existence of a finite behavioral repertoire is taken for granted since only a
finite combination of muscles and joints exist in the human body, this task is
laborious because of the large number and variability of motor units.

The
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ethologist is faced with recognizing stereotyped, recurring patterns in a
behavioral s tream , then abstracting and defining these patterns in an objective,
reliable way. Desmond et a!. (1963) published a detailed repertoire of the
newborn infant, and Prechtl (1958, 1965) elaborated on certain of these, as
well as relating them to intrauterine and birth irregularities.

In preliminaJ)'

studies, Blurton Jones (1967), Grant (1965a), and McGrew (1969) listed various
subsets of the total social behavioral repertoire of preschool children. Grant
(1965b, 1968) also published lists of behavioral items for adults in interview
situations.

More recently, Blurton Jones (1972a) and Grant (1969) have pro-

duced expanded glossaries of human behavior patterns.
The above studies used behavioral items of approximately the same
descriptive level: those easily recognizable by an observer of ongoing interactions.

These might be termed "compound" patterns of behavior (McGrew,

1972). Recently, Blurton Jones (1972b) presented findings at a more basic
level: specific components described in terms of individual muscles.
Ambrose (1961) provided an early detailed example in his analysis of
the smiling response in infancy.

Freedman (1964) investigated the smiling

response and fear of strangers and their relation to heritability.

Blurton Jones

(1967) presented a descriptive account of children's social interactions in nursery schools.
Many workers have investigated the biological significance of specific
social behavior patterns.

This research generally falls into two groups:

(1) observations of normal individuals in which the causation, survival value,
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and the communicative function of certain patterns was straightforwardly considered and from which useful normative data were ascertained (McGrew,
1972), and (2) observations of abnormal individuals, in which certain patterns
appeared drastically altered in frequency and form, and from which some link
with specific disorders and their important early social variable, related to
maternal-infant attachment and later social approach-fear (Robson, 1967;
Robson, Pederson, and Moss, 1969). 1n autistic children, however, the
avoidance of eye-to-eye contact or gaze aversion prevails and appears to have
a significant signaling function related to the disorder (Hutt and Ounsted, 1966).
A research group at the Park Hospital in Oxford utilized a modified
ethological approach in studies of behaviorally disordered children (Hutt and
Hutt, 1965; Hutt, Hutt, and Ounsted, 1963, 1965; Hutt and Hutt, 1970; Hutt, Hutt,
Lee and Ounsted, 1965).

They used a "free-field" situation, limited subsets of

broadly defined items, and a range of specific experimental conditions.

Their

results, carefully quantified and often related to simultaneous physiological
measures (e. g., EEG), presented valuable and immediately applicable knowledge. 1n another example, Currie and Brannigan (1970) used descriptive
ethological techniques to assess the behavioral repertoire of a young autistic
girl, whose social behavior they then appropriately modified using operant
conditioning techniques.

Recently, several popular works concerned with

human behavior have appeared which refer to the potential usefulness of
ethology (Ardey, 1961, 1967, 1970; Comfort, 1966; Hass, 1970; Lorenz, 1966;
Morris, 1967, 1969, 1971; Russell and Russell, 1968; Storr, 1968).
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In reviewing important historical influences on human ethology,

reference is made to Darwin (McGrew, 1972).

Darwin produced two publica-

tions, The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals (1872) and A
Biographical Sketch of an Infant (1877), which show him to have been a keen
and objective observer of human behavior patterns in natural contexts.

His

detailed descriptions of human behavior patterns, his attempts at crossprimate comparisons, and his efforts to obtain cross-cultural knowledge of
human affect and expression certainly qualify him as the first human ethologist.
Research on leave-taking behavior is scarce.
ment and separation are more familiar areas.

The concepts of attach-

Ethologists, asking what is

meant by words like "attachment," use it as a term for a number of behavior
items which vary together, or are found to be related together in a more complex way in a causal system (Blurton Jones and Leach, 1972). The term is
then justified by the observable items of behavior.

Nonetheless, some pre-

liminary discussions of the general themes of separation and the child's
attachment to its mother are necessary.

Separation

The term separation, as u sed here, suggests the parting of two or
more persons in close union or association.

Literature on separation often

centers around theories of separation anxiety, established in works done by
Freud (1905, 1926), Rank (1924), Klei n (1935), James (1890), and Suttie
(1935).

Of these, Freud, Rank, James, and Suttie developed theories to
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explicitly account for the observation that young children are anxious when
their mothers leave them.
Bowlby (1960) and Winnicott (1952) view separation anxiety as a
"primary anxiety" stemming directly from the hypothesis that the child is
bound to his mother by a number of instinctual response systems, each of
which is primary and which together have high survival value.

Such anxiety

is thought of as an elemental experience and one which, if it reaches a certain
degree of intensity , is linked directly with the onset of defense mechanisms.
Many authors have discussed the child's reaction to separation.
Detailed data on the reactions of young children to separation come chiefly
from five studies (Yarrow, 1964), three of which involved long-term temporary
sepa rations with institutional placement (Robertson and Bowlby, 1952;
Roudinesco, David, and Nicolas, 1952; Spitz and Wolf, 1946), one a briefer
separation for hospitalization (Schaffer, 1958; Schaffer and Callendar, 1959),
and one, a comparison of two types of brief separations: in a day care nursery
and in an institution (Heinicke, 1956). The children studied were all under 3
years of age at the time of separation.
The above investigations report similar reactions of children under
2 y ears of age following separation from their mothers and placement in
institutional settings . There is a sequence of responses following separation,
be ginning with crying and strong protest, and followed by progressive withdrawal from the environment and from relationships with people.
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It seems likely that the sequence of increasing disturbance and pro-

gressive deterioration in behavior is an inevitable consequence of long-term
separation (Yarrow, 1964). The studies show that not all children show the
severe reactions that have come to be considered typical.

Spitz and Wolf

(1946) comment on several factors which differentiated the infants showing
extremely severe reactions from those showing less severe or no symptoms.
One important factor was the quality of relationship with the mother prior to
separation.

Children separated from mother with whom they had poor relation-

ships showed less overt disturbance than did children for whom the separation
represented the loss of a close relationship.
Brief separations in unfamiliar surroundings are also more likely to
bring about distress and to increase attachment behavior than similarly brief
separations in familiar circumstances (Ainsworth, 1968).

It seems like ly that

both separation distress (at the departure of an attachment figure) and s eparation anxiety (fear that the figure will depart) include a little bit of anger and
also increases attachment behavior, and the balance between anger and attachment behavior depends in part on the quality of the child-parent attachment.
Ambivalence would be minimal in a secure attachment relationship. Yet,
Ainsworth (196 8) found that children may defend themselves against the distress of separation by ignoring, looking away, or turning away from the
attachment figure .
The anxiety and ambivalence of separation were also observed by
Lorenz (1953) when he wrote about the attachment found between man and dog.
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In discussing the situation familiar to many dog owners, where the owner

departs or separates from the dog, Lorenz notes how, often, even before the
suitcase is brought out (a visible sign of departure), the dog will sense the
inevitable moment of separation, sometimes becoming depressed and refusing
to leave the owner's side. Then at the moment of actual departure of the
owner, the dog will often refuse to heed the calling of the owner and in stead
act hostile a nd detached.
Similarly, the human infant will display behaviors that seek to avoid
separation and to maintain interaction.

He may cry in order to signal that he

wants contact with someone , thu s delaying separation (Ainsworth, 1968).
Blurton Jones and Leach (1972) studied the behavior of 35 mothe rs
and their 2 to 4 year-old children during separation at the beginning of a playgroup and during greeting at the e nd.

The frequencies of the various items of

behavior were counted up for each individual and factor analysis showed the
following main dimensions of behavior: crying at separation leading to greeting
with either rapid approach with a rms raised and touching the mother, or no
response except looking at the mother and pointing at an object.

Departure

from the mother with minimal or no objection went with greetings in which play
continued or objects were s hown or given to the mother.

Smiling by mother and

child was separate from these but went with smiling to the teacher.
The child's approach and arm r aisi ng were both shown to increase t he
chance of the mother's touching the child. When this effect was taken into
accow1t , the mothers of children who cried at separation were found to behave
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no differently from mothers of chi ldren who did not cry. When the children
were analyzed separately with c hildre n under and over 2 1/ 2 years old (after
which age crying is very rare), the mothers of young criers were found to be
more responsive than mothers of old non-criers.

Mothers of children who

were less likely to move away from the mother were found in this and a second
sample to be more responsive in terms of likelihood of touching a child who
approached.
Vernon and his associates (1968) did experiments on children's
responses to two hospital stress situations, admission procedures and
anesthesia indication.

Two variables were studied which were thought to be

especially salient to preschoole rs; the c hild's separation from the mother
during a stress experience, and the c hild' s ordinal position in the family . It
wa s found that the mothers of first-born and late-born children did not differ
in their use of chi ld-rearing practices that were presumed to contribute to
dependency and the children did not respond differently to separation from
their mothers during the stressful experience.

There was no indication that

the predicted effec t of birth order alone or the predicted interaction between
birth order and separation was to be found within either the age or sex subgroup. As another view, Stewart (1967) found conflicting evidence as to the
effects of ordinal position on dependency.

He attributed this to the difficulty

i n adequately defining dependency, which indicates that the use of the instruments u s ed to detect such beha vior are questionable.
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It is clear that the conclusions based on findings on intense reactions

to severe separation experiences cannot be extrapolated to all types of separation conditions as has sometimes been done .

Heinicke (1956) studying children,

15 to 30 months of age, in day care centers and in good residential nurseries
found le ss extreme reactions than were reported in the studies cited earlier.
The y oung children experiencing the partial separation associated with all day
care in a day nursery gave no evidence of being seriously disturbed.

Although

no extre mely severe personality disturbances were found in the children in the
institutional setting, they did show more overt aggression as well as more
r egress ive behavior than the children in the day nurseries.
On the whole, the findings of the few studies on immediate reactions
to sepa r ation give little basis for prediction of the long-term impact of
sepa r a ti on on the child.

Although we might assume that the severity of

immediate reactions is an index of the severity of trauma, there are few
dire ct data on this issue (Yarrow and Goodwin, 1963).

Inferences about the

long-term impact of separation have been based almost completely on the
r etrospective studies which rarely have adequate information on the experiences a round the time of separation.
An early study of age trends in responses to separation (Shirley and
Poyntz, 1941) included children r a nging in age from 2 to 7.

Children were

rated on the amount of upset they s howed upon parting from their moth e rs to go
to a day care cente r . In some in stance s the children were picked up at hom e ,
so that the pa r ting occurred the r e . In other instances the mothe rs brought the
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children to the center and parted from them there.

A total of 199 children

were included in the study, and many of them were observed several times,
on the occasions of successive visits to the center every 6 months. Data are
reported separately for observations taken at 11 different ages (grouped into
6-month intervals).

There is a decline with age in the proportion of children

who show upset over parting from their mothers either at home or at the day
center, and also a decline in the proportion who ask for their mothers during
her absence while they are at the center. Children aged 2 to 4 seem to be
fairly similar in their amount of upset, with the greatest decline in separation
reactions occurring between age 4 and 4 1/4.
The meaning to the child of the act of separation and the experiences
subsequent to separation will vary with individual and experiential factors,
such as the child's unique vulnerabilities and sensitivities, his developmental
stage, and his experiences prior to separation (Yarrow, 1964). Separation that
occurs after a long period of indifferent parental care or overt rejection and
hostility is likely to have a different meaning to the child from that representing a break in an intimate, protective, gratifying relationship.

It is also

likely that the meaning of separation to the child will vary with such characteristics of the experience as: the degree of concomitant trauma, whether it
is perma nent or temporary, and if temporary, whether it is of long or short
duration, and whether it is the first or one in a series of similar experiences.
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The studies cited above have focused on the reactions to separation
per se.

In most of them, attachment is discussed as an important factor in

s eparation reactions.

Attachment

The concept of attachment refers to seeking proximity with some
specific person and to seeking attentive and nurturant behaviors from that same
individual (Maccoby and Masters, 1970). The frequency and intensity of the
attachment or dependent behavior shown by a given child varies considerably
from time to time and from one situation to another (Schaffer and Emerson,
1964).
Schaffer and Emerson (1964) and Ainsworth (1969) describe ltigh
r e sponsiveness of mothers as characteristic of strong attachments during the
s econd half of the first year and the first half of the second year. Tills was
also supported by results found by Blurton Jones and Leach (1972).
Bowlby (1969), in studying attachment, stresses the distance-reducing
effects of behavior between mother and child, which has survival value predominantly as an anti-predator device. Similarly, in studying attachment
behavior in infants out-of-doors, Anderson (1972) hypothesized that it was
sur vi va l value in the infant's tendency to use gestures out of context, with
no expectation of a response from others.

Persistence in the use of gestures

suc h as raising arms to be lifted, reaching for unattainable objects, and pointi ng to imaginary novelties, suggested a continuance of communication.
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Ainsworth (1967) studied infants in semiacculturated Ganda village
families and formed the hypothesis that the baby does not first become attached
and then show it by proximity-promoting behaviors, but rather that these are
the patterns of behavior through which attachment grows. It is through these
behaviors that the infant has an effect on people and attachment grows as he
perceives the effect of his actions.
Caldwell and Hersher (1964) found in their study that mothers with high
affiliation needs have infants with comparably high affiliation needs.

Coates

and his associates (1972) found that the mother's behavior is related to the
degree of the infant's attachment to her.

These studies suggest strongly that

both parental behavior and infant behavior contribute to parent-infant interaction (Ainsworth, 1973).
A few authors have discussed the question of independent development
of different kinds of interaction of the child and its mother. Rosenthal (1967)
discriminated between "attention-seeking" and "proximity-seeking, " in that
she found these behavior patterns to differ in how much they generalize to
strange female adults and that proximity-seeking is increased much more in
an anxiety-provoking situation.
Works on the relationships between fear and attachment behavior have
focused upon two issues: (1) the role of fear in arousing or intensifying attachment behavior, and (2) the role of attachment behavior in reducing fear or
permitting the child to cope with emotional tension (Maccoby and Masters,
1972).
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Maccoby and Fieldman (1972) did a short-term longitudinal study of
attachment and stranger-fear in 4 8 American children at ages 2, 2 1/ 2, and
3 , and also did a comparison study of 20 2 1/ 2 year-old kibbutz-reared
Israeli children.

The children were observed in a standardized series of

episodes involving a stranger's e ntrance , the mother's departure, a brief
period when the child was alone, and reunion with the mother. Measures were
taken of the child's proximity to the adult; the incidence of looks, smiles, and
verbalizations; the amount of manipulative play; and the incidence of crying or
other signs of distress upon separation.

Twenty-three of the American chil-

dren were observed at age 3 in free play at the nursery school.

Measures

obtained included the extent and kind of social interaction with peers, adult
nursery school personnel, and the mothers when they visited the school.
Results of the above study showed that from age 2 to 3, the amount of
disturbance over separation from the mother declined, proximity-seeking to
the mother did not change with age, and "distal" attachment behavior (speaking, smiling, showing objects) toward the mother and stranger increased with
age , but looking at them did not.

At age 2, friendly interaction with a stranger

occurred primarily when the mother was present; by age 3, it occurred in the
mother's absence as well.
were uncorrelated.

Proximity-seeking and distal-attachment behavior

Protest over separation from the mother was not corre-

lated with distal-attachment behavior, but was positively related to proximityseeking. High orientation toward adult nursery school personne l was associated
with high mother-attachment and stranger-acceptance the preceding year.
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Neither interactions with age-mates nor reactions to mother when present in
the nursery school were predictable from previous behavior.
Many works have contributed useful descriptions of human social
patterns, although this often forms only a minor part of published studies.
Most of the r esearch concentrates on "learning" or on description of symptoms,
so that the actual behavior in social interaction or its possible functions are
usually left unexamined (McGrew, 1972). However, research in ·the atea: ·o r
nonverbal communication in human social encounters has thrown some light
on the importance of studying body motion and kinesic behavior.

Nonverbal Communication

Until the last decade little at tention was paid to the kinesic communicational behavior in man (Scheflen, 1972) . Body motion, or kinesic
behavior, typically includes gestures, movements of the body, limbs, hands ,
head, feet a nd legs, facial expr essions (smiles), eye behavior (blinking,
direction and length of gaze, and pupil dilation) and posture. The furrow of
the brow , the slump of a shoulder and the tilt of the head are all within the
range of kines ics (Knapp, 1972) .
Birdwhistell (1970) makes some rather astounding estimates of the
amount of nonverbal communication taking place.

He estimates that the

aver age adult actually speaks words for a total of only 10 to 11 minutes daily.
He goes on to say that in a normal two person conversation, the verbal components carry less than 35 percent of the social meaning of the situation a nd
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more than 65 percent is nonverbal.

Looking at the quantity of nonverbal

messages, Hall (1959) outlined 10 separate kinds of hwnan activity which he
called "primary message systems . " He suggested that only one involves
language. Ruesch and Kees (1 956 ) discuss at least seven different systems:
personal appearance and dress , ges tures or deliberate movements, random
action, traces of action, vocal sounds, spoken words, and written words .
Only two of the seven involve words.
Tactile communication is probably a basic or primitive form of communication (Knapp, 1972). Touch is a crucial aspect of most hwnan relationships . It plays a part in giving e ncouragement, expressing tenderness,
showing emotional support and many other things . Jourard (1966) administered
a questionnaire to students who indicated which of 24 body parts they had seen
or touched on, o r had seen or touched by, four other persons: mother, father,
same sexed fri end, and opposite sexed friend.

Among other findings, Jourard's

study found female s considerably more accessible to touch by all persons than
males. Opposite sexed fri ends and mothers did the most touching while many
fathers touched not much more than the hands of the subjects. A study by
Clay (1966) indicate s that children begin to receive more touching between 14
months and 2 yea r s than as infants . In addition, it seems girl babies receive
more of these demonstrative acts of affection than do boy babies.
Scheflen (1972) states that in ma king or maintaining bonds, people
establish a face- to - face frame and then interchange kine s ic and tactil e
behaviors tha t we consider to be affilia tive.

Sometimes people speak as they
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carry out these traditional interaction,, but the rec iprocal is essentially a
nonverbal unit.

Scheflen ~oes on to discuss how people " frame" activities

when participating in reciprocal activ ities, in s pace and time by the way they
position th ei r bodies.

They come

to~uther

in a setting or standing posture

so that they face each other with their bodies a nd usually with their faced as
well.

They will usually look at each other as they interact and if they speak,

they project their voices to a distance appropriate for the other's hearing.
The above review of studies done in nonverbal communication gives
:m idea of the general fi ndings in kinesic behavior.

For the purposes of this

research, nonberbal communication studies done on greeting and parting
behavior were of parti cular interest.

Greet in~

behavior
The greeting is the prelude to any interchange.

know each other will exchange a mutual address on sight.

People who already
They turn to face

each other, wait, or approach, showing the facial display of recognition
(Kendon and Ferber, 1970) .
The usual sign of recognition is the "eyebrow flash," which EibleEibesfeldt (1970) has filmed among peoples a ll over the world.
raised in a rapid two-stage movement.

The brows are

In the first phase tbe greeter looks at

lti s acquaintance, raises his lids slightly, and sometimes puts his head back a
little.

In the second stage, an instant later, the eyebrows are raised a nd the

eyes are opened widely.
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The initial salutation takes place at a distance of maybe 12 feet or
more (in uncrowded spaces).

Kendon and Ferber (1970) call this the "far-

distance" phase of the greeting.

If the approaching people know each other

and exchange eyebrow flashes they usually exchange salutations as well and
thus initiate a greeting ritual.

The essential or conventional constituents of

greeting are an orientation lby at least the face and eyes), an eyebrow flash of
recognition, a salutation, and the presentation of the palm in some kind of
waving gesture.
Kendon and Ferber also note the "close-distance" greeting where the
participants approach each other.

U they are acquaintances or friends, they

will shake hands, although the handshake may be omitted among business
associates or those who see each other often.
who are antagonistic.

It may be avoided among those

Members of the opposite sex in American often do not

know whether they should or should not shake hands.

People who are close

friends or relatives may then embrace, particularly if they have not seen each
other for some time.

Some women kiss each other and some men and women

kiss . The occurrence of physical contact varies with relationships, duration
of time since the last encounter, and so forth.
In reporting on studies dealing with the gaze and looking behavior in

human interaction, von Cranach ( 971) noted that the gaze serves as a social
signal from sender to receiver signifying readiness for interaction.

However,

because of the many variables involved (personality properties, distance
between the participants, eye movement, duration of glance, etc.), assessment
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of such behavior proves to be diffi cult. Argyle and Kendon (1967) distinguish
three ways in which visual o1ientation may function in interaction: (1) to look
at another is a social act in itsel f (2) to meet the gaze of another is a significant event a nd may often be an important part of the goal sought in interaction,
and (3) in seeing another, much important information about him may be
gathered, in addition to his direction of gaze.

Parting behavior
When strangers pass each other on neutral ground, they go through a
ritual that Goffman (1963) calls "civil inattention. " At a distance of about 12
or 15 feet (in uncrowded spaces) they glance at each other, thus locating and
acknowledging each other's presence.

This is called "civil." As they continue

to approach each other, each person looks down a nd away.

This act of eye

avoidance indicates "inattention." It clearly does not invite a longer e ncounter.
When people finish their activity in a group, they indicate this by discontinuing the postural frame (Scheflen, 1972). They step back, look down and
away, turn out from each other, and then go on to other things. They may make
a statement and/or gesture of ending their interaction.
In his study with brown laboratory rats, Chance (1962) found that they

would close their eyes or throw back their heads as a means of "cutting orr•
social stimulus, thus avoiding tl ·eatening incombin stimulus without withdrawing from the encounter.

·cut off" acts and postures thus allow social

animals to remain together and fa<"i!itate s pair formation in birds, or the
formation of rank order in rats .
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These "cut-off" acts are found in humans also, and function as an
appeasement posture in inhibiting aggression, or avoiding direct confrontation
(Hutt and Ounsted, 1966). Human "cut-off" behavior usually or typically
entails gaze aversion since little s ocial interaction is possible without gaze
fixation or eye-to-eye contact.

Summary

Developmental psychologists have so far contributed the most to our
knowledge of human social behavior.

TI1e concepts of separation and attach-

ment have been explored extensive ly , espec ially by Bowlby (1969, 1973) and
Ainsworth (1968, 1969, 1973). Many authors have discussed the child's
social and psychological react ion to separation and the parent-child attachment relationship. These have laid important groundwork for studying human
behavior as a phenomena in itself.
Studies in nonverba l communication have focused on the effects of
physical behavior on human communication: gestures , postures, and other
body movements, touches, facial expressions, and eye behavior. Resear ch
on various body movements indicat e s a wide range of communicative potenti a l
in human interaction.
Application of ethological me thods to studying human behavior has
been discussed by many resea r chers.
of such.

However, there is little empirical data

The boundaries of human e thology rema ins to be defined and further
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exploratory studies such as that carried out by Blurton Jones and Leach could
provide valuable information toward such definitions .
The present study is an attempt to apply ethological methods of
observation to the study of human behavior, particularly leave-taking
behavior. The review of literature reveals that empirical research on both
human ethology and on leave-taking behavior is scarce.

This study hopes to

answer questions in both areas and also to stimulate further research using
these techniques and focusing on these issues.
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METHODS

Included in the methods section are subjects, data collection, data
analysis, and limitations.

Subjects were normal preschool children, their parents, and preschool teachers. All the children attended the Child Development Center or
the Child Development Laboratories in the Family Life Building, both located
on the Utah State University campus in Logan, Utah . Approximately 60 children
participated in the study.

The children ranged from 3 to 6 years of age.

The

subjects were predominantly from middle-class, Caucasian families.
Preschool children and their parents were chosen as subjects since
preschool attendance is generally regarded as an initial separation experience
for the child.

Eighty-four episodes of separating chi ld-parent dyads were

used. There were four supervising teachers and four assistant teachers at
the preschools.

The teacher was present in 65 percent of the parent-child

leave-taldng episodes.

Data Collection

Subjects were filmed when parents brought their children to the preschool, went through some form of leave-taking ritual, and departed .

Motion
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pictures were made using a Kodak XL-55 super-S

=

movie came ra, set on

a tripod. This camera exposed film at the rate of 1S frames per second. The
films used were Kodak Kodachrome and Ektachrome super-S mm ultra - sensitive film for indoors and outdoors use.
and no sound-recording device was used.

Filming was done in natural lighting
The investigator did a ll filming.

The settings and focus of filming can be found in Appendix A.

Filming a t the

Child Development Center was done indoors with the camera facing the subjects
as they entered and left the room.

The camera was located outdoors at the

Child Development Laboratories, filming s ubject s from a distance as they went
through leave-taking procedures.
Each preschool had morning and afte rnoon class periods. Da ta collection was done before class periods began, as parents and children arrived at
the schools . Data were collected on March 25 , April 1, and May 3 , 1974 , at
the Child Development Center, and on March 2S , April S, and May 23, 19 74 ,
at the Child Development Laboratories .
It was not possible to determine exactly how, or to what e11.-tent the

experimenter 's influence affected the subjects' recorded behavior. No direct
explanation was given to the subjects as to t he na ture or purpose of the filming.
Data were gathered under circumstances as clo se to natural as poss ibl e ,
although no attempt was made to disguise or hide the camera from the subjects
as they were filmed.

Disguising or hiding the camera was difficult tn do be-

cause of the arrangement of the filming areas . Therefore, the camera was in
sight of the subjects, although most of them seemed to either altogether
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ignore, or acknowledge then ignore, the presence of both the camera and the
investigator.

Questionnaires
At the start of the study, a questionnaire was developed to gather data
on the frequency of contact between parents and children within the home.

A

sample of the questionnaire can be found in Appendix B. It contains a personal
background information section and questions concerning the frequency of contact made between parents and the children within the home, with specific
interest in the parent-preschool child interaction. A letter of explanation
accompanied the questionnaire.

The questionnaire was given to only the Child

Development Center subjects.
Data from the questionnaires are secondary to the purpose of this
study and the results are treated as a matter of interest and used as indications
of directions for further study on leave-taking behavior.
pleted questionnaires can be found in Appendix C.

Data from the com-

A summary of the pertinent

results and their relation to the analysis of the leave-taking behavior items can
be found in the results and discussion sections.

The investigator did one pilot filming at the Child Development Center
on February 28 , 1974, between 8 and 8:30 A.M., having first gone for a preliminary observation on February 21, 1974.
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The pilot film was taken with a Kodak Instamatic M20 movie camera,
using Kodachrome II super-B mm c a rtridge movie film for outdoor and indoor
use.

The cartridge contained 50 feet of film which was exposed in natural

indoor lighting.
This film gave an indication of where to position the camera for
gathering the data and the effects of using natural lighting.

It also gave an

indication of the types of behavior items occurring in leave-taking, thus a llowing the investigator to obtain a partial list of behavior items used in devising
a score sheet.

The rest of the list was formed from items that the investi-

gator felt might happen in leave-taking.

Data Analysis

Twenty cartridges of film, each consisting of 50 feet of film, were
expos~d

and developed . They were then spliced together according to dates,

schoo., and morning or afternoon sessions to give organization to the reels of
film. The film was then viewed on a hand-operated "DualS" framer for superS mm film that allowed the investigator to analyze the film frame by frame .
A score sheet was devised to count 14 items of child behavior, 14
items of parent behavior, and eight items of teacher behavior for the periods
of lea•e -taking: when th e parent a nd c hild arrived at the school to when the
par en we nt out of the child 's view. T he behavior items are listed and named
in ApJ endix D.

The list of items we r e devised from preliminary observation

and vhwing of the film, and from what the investigator thought might occur in
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parent-child leave-taking experiences. Sex of child and pa rent were a lso
recorded; teachers were always female.

The scoring sheets had items listed

across the top , separated by child, parent, or teacher behavior. If a behavior
occurred, a figure (1) was entered into the appropriate square .
There were some problems in scoring the behavior items. These
were: leave-taking occurring outside of the range of filming focus, two or
more parent-child sets arriving simultaneously, parents sharing the job of
bringing each other's children in carpool s, parents dropping the children off
from the car and driving off. 1n these cases , it was difficult to count the
behaviors or it was difficult to tell exactly which chi ld belonged to the pa rent.
Therefore, only sequences in which leave-taking behavior was openly displayed and it was quite certain that a chi ld-parent set was involved were scored .
The scoring sheet data were transferred onto computer cod ing sheets,
punched onto card s, and these cards were run through a computer for a matrix
correlation and for a factor analysis .
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RESULTS

The purpose of this s tudy was to apply ethological methods of observation to leave-taking procedures of preschool children and their parents to
dete rmine patterns of leave-taking behavior.

The results indicate that there

are correlations between certain behaviors that show patterns in the leavetaking episodes.

Percentage and Frequency of Behaviors

Table 1 lists the frequency of each behavior for child, parent, or
teacher, the number of individuals that exhibited each behavior, and the
percentage of each subject group that displayed the behavior.

The behavior

list is separated by child, parent, and teacher subject types.
The most frequently displayed child behaviors were: (1) gaze at
teacher (78 times), (2) flat affect (71 times), (3) gaze at parent (54 times),
and (4) touch (54 times).

The same behaviors were displayed by the largest

percentage of the child sample: (1) fla te affect (85 percent), (2) gaze at
te a cher (61 pe r cent) , (3) touch (50 percent), and (4) gaze at parent (40 percent) .
The most frequent parent behavior s wer e : (1) gaz e at c hild (1 95
times), (2) touch (104 times), and (3) gaze at teache r (103 times) . These
behavior items were also displayed by the largest per c entage of the pa r ent
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Table 1.

Subjects
Children

Parents

Frequency of behavior occurrence, number of individuals and percentage of each subject-type sample that exhibited the behaviora

Behavior
wave
smile
kiss
cling
touch
face
hug
Gaze P
gaze T
gaze back
flat affect
back toP
approach P
initiate away
approach C
approach T
wave

Teachers

smile C
smile T
kiss
touch
groom
hug
gaze C
gaze T
gaze back
greet T
initiate away
approach C
approach P
smile C
smile P
touch
gaze C
gaze P
talk

Frequency
4
4
15
2
54
12
5
54
78
33
71
30
33
38
15
24
15
7
9
20
104
17
12
195
103
50
35
41
31
30
7
7
26
98
82
31

No. of Ind.
3
4
14
2
42
10
5
33
51
25
71

26
29
38b
15
24
11
6
9
20
59
14
8
74
53
36
35
4lb
31
30
6
7
22
48
42
31

Percentage
of sample
4
5
17
2

50
12
6
40
61
30
85
31
35
45
18
29
13
7
11
24
70
17
10
88
63
43
42
49
56
55
11
12
40
87
76
56

~C = child; P = parent; T = teacher.
In five parent-child sets, neithe r child nor parent made a definite initiated
away move (6 percent of sample).
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sample: (1) gaze at child (88 percent), (2) touch (70 percent), and (3) gaze at
teacher (63 percent).
The teacher behavior items most frequently displayed were: (1) gaze
at child (98 times), and (2) gaze at parent (82 times).
played by the largest percentage of teachers were:

The behaviors dis-

(1) gaze at child (87 per-

cent), (2) gaze at parent (76 percent), (3) talk (56 percent), (4) approach
child (56 percent), artd (5) approach parent (55 percent).
Gazing (child at parent and teacher, parent at child and teacher,
teacher at child and parent) appeared most frequently and was also displayed
by the largest percentage of each subject type.
that gazing is an important leave-taking activity.

From this result, it is noted
Another frequent and

important parting activity is touch between parent and c hild. The majority
of the children had flat affect, which was an expressionless look on their
faces throughout the leave-taking episode.

Factor Analysis

In order to determine interrelationships among items, a correlation

matrix and a factor analysis was run on the data. Table 2 shows the results
of the factor analysis.
among the items.

The results indicate the patterns of intercorrelations

Three important factors emerge from this analysis.
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Table 2.

Results of factor analysis of behavior items of children, parents,
and teachers (includes sex variables of child and par e nt)
Factor
2
3
Pe r cent of Variance
9. 3 13
6. 913
15.100
. 256
. 071
. 006
. 208
. 035
. 256
. 524a
-.086
- . 070
-.772a
-.087
.196
- . 460a
.405a
- .103
- . 454a
. 322
. 245
. 410a
-.345
.132
.486a
. 018
. 023
• 769a
. 025
.151
- . 019
-.080
• 029
- . 063
.371
-.150
. 484a
- . 018
. 055
. 09 7
. 225
. 207
. 678a
- . 279
.074
. 266
-.089
-. 234
.412a
. 06 8
-.060
. 439a
-.131
-.253
- . 041
. 206
. 086
. 247
.198
.154
. 399a
. 268
.352
. 500a
-.180
- . 056
.454a
. 207
-.368
.457a
. 145
-. 151
-.053
-. 175
. 303
- . 523a
-.196
. 083
.433a
. 507a
.150
. 739a
• 044
. 027
. 536a
.179
.218
.496a
- .133
-. 024
-. 117
- .153
. 035
- . 517a
. 139
-. 030
. 593a
- . 366
-.165
.484a
. 263
. 204
. 6lla
• 188
. 227
-.015
- . 217
. 203
. 803a
-.0 77
-.042
. 774a
.124
. 035
. 642a
- . 229
. 159
1

Behavior Items
Child Behavior

Parent Behavior

w ave
smile
kiss
cling
touch
face
hug
gaze P
gaze T
gaze back
flat affect
back toP
approach P
initiate away
sex of C
approach C
a pproach T
wave

Teacher Behavior

smile C
smile T
kiss
touch
groom
hug
gaze C
gaze T
gaze back
greet T
initiate away
sex of P
approach C
a pproach P
smile C
s mil e P
touch
gaze C
gaze P
talk

aHighest loading items, with the cut- off point at :1:: . 399.
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Factor 1
Factor 1 accounted for 15. 1 percent of the total variance.

The items

with the highest loadings for child behavior were: (1) gaze at teacher (. 769),
(2) initiate away (. 678), and (3) touch (. 405) .
The highest loading items for parent behavior were: (1) gaze back
(. 739), (2) approach teacher (.438), (3) gaze at teacher (.433), and (4) smile
at teacher (. 399).
The teacher behavior items with the highest loadings were: (1) gaze
at child(. 803), (2) gaze at parent(. 774), (3) talk (.642), (4) smile at parent
(. 611), (5) approach parent (. 593), and (6) smile at child (. 484).
This is a teacher-oriented pattern. The teacher is a vital part in
this pattern and very much involved in the parent-child interaction.

The child

looks primarily at the teacher and initiates t he away whi le he also touches the
parent . The parent looks back at the child as he leaves, but the majority of
his activities are toward the teacher; the parent approaches , smiles at, a nd
looks at the teacher.

The teacher is concerned with both parent and child, but

is slightly more parent-oriented: she gazes primarily at the child, looks at
the parent and talks to both, but she smi les at the parent more often and
approaches the parent much more than she does the child.

Factor 2
Factor 2 accounted for 9. 3 percent of the total variance. The
highest loading items for child behavior were: (1) kiss (. 524), (2) back to
parent (. 484), and (3) hug (. 410).

The parent behavior items with the highest
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loadings were: (1) greet teacher (. 536), (2) gaze at teacher (. 507), (3) kiss
(. 500), (4) groom (. 457), (5) touch (. 454), and (6) approach child (. 412).
There were no teacher behavior items with high loadings.
Here both child and parent engage in tactile behavior.

There is an

exchange of parent-child affection or attachment behavior, with minimal
teacher involvement in the interaction. All the child's behavior is toward the
parent.

The parent does greet and look at the teacher, which is reciprocated

by an approach by the teacher, but most of the parent behavior is childoriented.

Neither child nor parent initiates the away movement, which indi-

cates a mutual agreement to separate from each other.

Factor 3
---Factor 3 accounted for 6. 9 percent of the total variance. The child
behavior items of highest loadings were: (1) cling (-. 772), (2) touch (-. 460),
and (3) face (-. 454).

The parent behavior items of highest loadings were:

(1) gaze at child (-. 523), and (2) initiate away (. 496).

The teacher behavior

item with the highest loading was: (1) approach child (-. 517).
Here there is an indication of reluctance on the part of the child to
leave the parent a s he clings, touches, faces, and hugs the parent.

In

response, the parent looks at the child, but initiates the away movement.

The

teacher moves toward the child in a pparent effort to draw him away from the
parent.
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Correlation Matrix

Table 3 shows the inter-behavior item correlations of child, parent
and teacher leave-taking behavior.

The sex variables of the child and parent

are included in the correlation matrix.
The results indicate the relationships between the individual items.
The paired items with the highest correlations were: (1) teacher smile at
child-teacher smile at parent (. 737), (2) child cling-parent gaze at child (. 703),
(3) teacher gaze at child-teacher gaze at parent (. 679), (4) child initiate awayteacher talk (. 655), (5) child kiss-parent kiss (. 638), (6) child gaze at teacherparent gaze back (. 604), (7) child gaze at teacher-teacher gaze at child (. 580) ,
(8) teacher approach parent-teacher gaze at child (. 563 ), (9) child gaze at
teacher-teacher gaze at parent (. 530), (10) child initiate away-teacher gaze at
parent (. 509), (11) parent gaze at teacher-parent gaze back (. 507), (12) child
gaze at teacher-teacher talk (. 506), (13) parent gaze back-teacher gaze at
parent(. 504), (14) child gaze at teacher-teacher smile at parent(. 503), and
(15) parent gaze back-teacher gaze at child (. 501).
The correlations lend support to the results of the factor analysis.
The great majority of the highest correlations support the findings in the first
factor: teacher smiles and looks at parent and child; child initiates away when
teacher talks; child looks at teacher when parent looks back before leaving;
child and teacher look at each other; teacher approaches parent and looks at
child; child looks at teacher when teac her looks at parent; parent looks at

Table 3. Correlation matrix of the behavior items of children, parents, and teachers, including sex variables of children and parents
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teacher and gazes back before leaving; child looks at teacher when teacher
talks; when parent looks back, teacher looks at parent; child looks at teacher
anj teacher smiles at parent; when parent looks back, teacher looks at child .
These correlations allow a closer look at item by item interrelationships than does the factor analysis. Gazing is an important interaction that
occurs among child, parent, and teacher.

The teacher acts as a soother for

both parent and child and assures them with looks and smiles.
assurance by looking at teache r and parent.

The child seeks

The parent assures the child and

seeks assurance from the teacher with gazes at both; he looks back before
leaving for a final assurance which is given with a look from the teacher.
When the c hild initiates the away movement, the teacher is talking to either,
or both, parent and child, thus easing the separation and comforting both.
Child clinging and parent looking at the child are highly correlated
and fall into the third factor.

The high correlation supports the finding that

wt.en the child clings, the parent is likely to look at the child.
The high correlation between child kissing and parent kissing is not
sut'pri sing since kissing is usually reciprocal and/ or mutual.

This correlation

falls into factor 2 where there was a pattern of parent-child tactile behavior.

Questionnaire Results

Thirty questionnaires were returned to the investigator by the Child
Development Center parents.

From these , the following pertinent results con-

cerning the preschooler were obtained: (1) child bugs, kisses, or uses other
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forms of touching toward the mother within the home: sometimes--5, often-16, very often--9; (2) child hugs, kisses, or uses forms of touching toward
the father within the home : sometimes--9, often--13, very often--7; (3) child
does not look forward to going to preschool: never--20, sometimes--10;
(4) takes child to school most often: mother--22, father--12; (5) child is
closer to: mother--24, father--10 ; (6) it is difficult for mother to say goodbye

to child : never--8, sometimes- -20, often--2; (7) it is difficult for father to
say goodbye to child: never--11, sometimes--14, often--3; (8) mother perceives that it is difficult for child to leave her : never--8, sometimes--17,
often--5; (9) father perceives that it is difficult for child to leave him:
never--9, sometimes--17, often--1.
The results of the questionnaires indicate a high amount of attachment
behavior found in the home and with some amount of caution, this finding could
be inferred to the entire sample. It would be interesting to see if families
that have more tactile behavior and affi!iative needs within the home display,
or do not display, high affiliation in their leave-taking procedures. A further,
more extensive investigation is needed to study these relationships.
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DISCUSSION

The nature of this study was exploratory, seeking the organization of
behavior items in separation.

This investigation followed inductive-type

research, using ethological methods of directly recording the behavior of
normal individuals as it occurred.

Frequencies, combinations, and patterns

of behavior items were derived by recording and analyzing incidences of leavetaking behavior between preschoolers and their parents.
The r esults of this study indicate patterns of occurrence of leavetaking behavior.

First there is a pattern where the teacher acts as a mediator

between the child and the parent in their separation process.

The teacher

reassures both parent and child by smiling, gazing and talking to both.

This

is the most common pattern and indicates the importance of the teacher
in mediating separation behavior of child and parent.
The importance of the teacher's presence seems to lie as much in her
interaction with the parent as with the child.

The teacher and parent approach

and smile at each other, look at each other and book look at the child . Through
this interaction, the parent is assured that the child will be t aken care of after
he leaves, and witnessing this, the child is also given assurance . The importance of visual orientation was pointed out by Argyle and Kendon (1967) and can
be seen here with the predominance of gazing between child, parent, and
teacher.
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The child is the first to move away from the parent, however, the
teacher could be the actual initiator of the separation . By gazing, smiling,
and at times talking to t he child, the teacher could be turning the child's
attention to the preschool activities as well as giving him confidence that s he
means him no harm.

The parent gazes back at the child or t eac her for a

reassurance that the child will be all right in the hands of the teacher and is
satisfied with a look and/ or smile from the teacher.
Another leave-taking pattern is one of parent-child affiliation.
is reciprocal tactile behavior between child and parent.

There

Knapp (1972) sum-

marized that touch gives encouragement, expresses tenderness and gives
emotiona l s upport. The touch found in this s tudy points to this type of supportive-affiliative attitude between child and parent.

The parent approac hes ,

grooms , touches, and kisses the child while th e child reciprocates with hugs
and kisses . This finding is rel ated to the finding of Caldwell and Hersher
(1964) that mothers with high affiliation needs have children wi th comparable
high affiliation needs.
The parent greets and looks a t the t each er indicating an acceptance of
her presence, and acknowledging that he is e nte ring her territory: the preschool.
Neither the child nor the parent make the initial separation movement
away from each other , indicating that in a pattern of mutual attachment behavior, there is a mutual or simultaneous parting of child and pa rent.

The child
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turning his back to the parent is non-rejecting and is an "attachmentindependence" type of behavior, such as when Ainsworth (1973) noted that
responsive mothers have "secure-attached" children who move away from
them to explore the surroundings.
A third leave-taking pattern is one in which the child is visibly insecure and dependent on the parent.

He clings, touches and faces the parent

and the parent looks at and touches the child.

This supports a similar find;ng

by Blurton Jones and Leach (1972) who found that a mother is apt to look at
her child if he touches her.
Rosenthal (1967) found that proximity-seeking is increased in an
anxiety-provoking situation.

The child entering the strangeness of a new

environment such as preschool is in a possible anxiety-provoking situation
and may seek proximity to his parent for that reason.

The teacher attempts

to approach the child as a means of greeting, comforting, and assuring him
that s he will take care of him after hls parent leaves . The parent initiates
the away move, suggesting a relucta nce on the part of the child to separate
from the parent.
This third type of pattern was not observed as a common leave-taking
episode in thls investigation. At the start of the study, there was an expectation that chlldren would frequently cling to the parents.
children exhibited this behavior.

However, only two

This could be due to the secure-attached

relationship found between child and parent as suggested by the results of the
questionnaires .
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Crying was not included on the list of behavior items on the scoring
sheet due to the observation of the absence of this behavior in preliminary
viewing of the filmed data. When studying separation behavior of mothers
and children, Blurton Jones and Leach (1972) found crying and puckering to be
common among their young subjects.

The difference between their results

and those of this study may be due to the fact that Blurton Jones and Leach
deliberately sought crying as a separation behavior and, therefore, chose
younger children over older ones to obtain such data. The age of the oldest
crier they found was 3 years old.

The average age of the children in the

present study was 4. 4 years old.

McGrew (1972) noted that preschool children

rarely weep and Shirley and Poyntz (1941) found that there is a decline with age
in children who show upset over parting from their mothers with the greatest
decline in separation reactions occurring between 4 and 4 1/ 2 years of age.
Maccoby and Fieldman (1972) also found that the amount of disturbance a chi ld
shows over separation from the mother declines with age.

There were several

3-year-olds in the present study, the youngest age of the children.

None of

these children cried which may be due again to the secure-attached parentchild relationships.
Waving by children was another behavior that was expected by the
investigator to occur frequently.

McGrew (1972) noted that waving as a leave-

taking behavior occurs during the first year when it is assoc iated with words
like "bye-bye, " persists in nursery-age children toward adults, and on
through adulthood.

However, only four children waved in the present study.
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In his own study, McGrew found that waving occurred too inferquently for

reliability testing .
The flat :Ufect was the most frequently occurring child behavior. This
behavior may be explained as a defense mechanism as found in Bowlby's (1968)
discussion on separation anxiety.

Lorenz (1953) and Ainsworth (1968) also

discussed that there is often behavior of ignoring, looking away, or turning
away from an attachment figure when that figure is about to leave.

However,

this flat affect did not show up as being an important part of any of the patterns
found in the factor analysis or correlation matrix.
1n describing the factors and their loadings, there are no definite

reputed causal factors.

The t erm "pattern" does not necessarily imply that

each pattern occurs on its own exc luRive of the other patterns.

The factor

analysis is able to make this statement for certain pairs of patterns, while
others are orthogonal to each other (Blurton Jones and Leach, 1972). It is
hard to propose real causal factors that might be responsible for these
dimensions of variation.

Causal factors behind the individual variations and

the patterns are likely to be entangled in the background of each family, the
age differences of the children, sex differences, and so on.
Spitz and Wolf (1946) suggest that the quality of the relationship of
the child with the parent prior to the separation experience determines the
experienc e itself.

Yarrow (1964) also suggests that leave-taking behavior

will vary from child to child according to the individual experiences in separation and the child's developmental stage.

Coates and his colleagues found that
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Mother-child behavior is related to the degree of attachment behavior of both.
These findings and ideas indicate and suggest reasons for the different patterns
formed from the data of this study.
One important conclusion from this study is the importance of the
teacher in the separation of parent and child in the preschool setting. Fassler
(1974) and Peery (1975) suggest that teachers are vital to the leave-taking
processes of child and parent and that the teacher should consciously take an
active role in the interaction.

Maccoby and Fieldman (1972) found that high

orientation toward adult nursery school personnel was associated with stranger
acceptance the following year.
the role of the teacher.

This is a strong indication of the importance of

She stimulates independence and self-assurance in the

child as she handles the leave -taking process of child from parent in an
assuring and soothing manner. She can ease the separation experience for
both child and parent.
Preschool and nursery school teachers should familiarize themselves
with the reaction of the children as they attempt to separate from their parents.
Recognition of a leave-taking pattern could aide teachers in relating successfully with child and parent.

Also, from a list of possible leave-taking patterns

or behavior item correlations, further studies can be carried out to seek the
definite reasons for and causalties of such occurrences.
We need to know what determines the difference between the patterns
of separation. We also need to know what controls the amount of leave-taking
behavior and whether there is any developmental relationship between the
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various patterns. It seems that progress will be made if many variables of
appropriate situations, and if wider aspec ts such as the child's relationships
to siblings, peers, parents and extended family are also taken into account.
Therefore, a multivariate approach, as well as longtiudinal data, is needed.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The objectives of the present study were to determine the relationship
between child , parent, and teacher behavior during a separation experience in
a preschool setting.

This was a inductive-explorative investigation, thus had

no set hypothesis.
Data were collected by filming leave-taking procedures of preschool
children and their parents and teachers.

The films were viewed in slow motion

and the separation be haviors of the individuals were scored . The results were
then run through a computer for factor analysis and correlations.
The factor analysis indicated three patterns or dimensions of variations in the observed leave-taking behavior.

The first, also having the highest

number of inter-behavior item correlations , inferred the importance of the
teacher in the separation interaction of parent and child. Gazing activity is
high betwee n all three persons.

The teacher and parent have an exchange of

smiling , gazing and approaching each other , indicating an interaction that is
intended to put the child at ease so that he is able to make the initial move away
from the parent.
The second dimension of variation indicated a pattern of parent-c hild
attachment behavior.

Hugging and kissing are mutually exchanged, suggesting
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a secure-attached relationship, allowing both child and parent to make a
mutual or simultaneous movement of separation.
The third pattern of leave-taking behavior indicates child dependency
and attachment toward the parent.

The teacher steps toward the child as a

sign of helping the child to part from the parent and for the parent to move
away and complete the separation.
The correlation matrix of the individual behavior items supported the
results found in the factor analysis.

The item by item correlations followed

the same type of pattern as found in the first factor, which was the most common type of observed leave-taking behavior.

Child a nd parent seek assurance

through gazes and the teacher gives them that assurance through gazes a nd
smiles.

Conc lusions

It was found that t here are patterns in leave-taking behavior.

Gazing

is a n important interaction that occurs among the child, parent, and teacher.
The m ajor finding is that the teacher acts as a mediator and assures child and
parent of he r supervisory capabilities of looki ng after the child when she looks
and s mil es at them both.

This lead s to the conclusion that the teacher pl ays

a vital role in the separa tion of c hil d and par e nt.

She is a facilitator of the

separation and lessens the anxiety for the child who is being separated from
hi s parent and entering a strange environment.
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The findings of this study also support the overall conclusion that
ethological methods of observation can be applied to studying human behavior
and that important results can be found in correlations and interrelationships
of behavior items . This type of study lays a foundation upon which additional
studies can determine the causal and developmental factors of the occurrences
and patterns of leave -taking behavior.

Recommendations

On the basis of the present study, the following recommendations are
made to others interested in investigating leave-taking behavior:
1.

Study and compare the frequency of leave-taking behavior items

of same children at the beginning and the end of the school term.
2.

Conduct similar studies, fully incorporating the use and results

of a questionnaire, as a basis of comparison of family-perceived attachment
behavior and observed leave-taking behavior.
3.

Investigate the sex differences of individuals in comparisons of

behavior frequencies.
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Appendix A: Preschool Settings
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board
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tJiagram 1: filmin,, settin; and rar.;ce at the Child .Je velo pmen t
Cen ter, Utah State Unive r sity , Lo~ar. , Utah.
( hote : _;iaF,ram not drawn to scale . )
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2: ?ilminrr setting and ran ~e at t ~e Child ue velopment
L'l.horatories, Ut8.h State UniversitY. , Lo,;an , Utah .
( l<ote : .Jia,c;ram not drawn to scale.')
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Appendix B: Cover Letter and Checklist
De 'lr
I am a . .-a duute student in th e Depa r tment of Family and
Child Development and am interested in the area o ~· aLtachment
a nd c onta,· t. that aoults have wi th childcen . Hy spe c ifi c
interest lies in the a' ea of activities that parents and
chil dren use in .~ reetin ,_; , sayin,::; .·~ oodbye, and how they re l ate .
'rh l ;; ls a checkli st con.:et· nin :; attachment and closeness
behavio c s.
Throu .)l this checklist, I am seekin .~ in i o cmation
about nctuchm ent and c ontact practices between ch ildr en and
parents used ln the home. Sln .: e both parents are important
to the development of a child's attachment and dependency
br;hA.viOi' S, l would pre fer that you both answer the questions
co ether. 'l' he information will be confidential and answer in ·'
thu questions will only take a few minutes to complete.
.Please i"eturn the c ompleted l'orm to Mrs. De :;rat f at the
Child Development Center as soon as you are th : ·ou ~h and as
so on us possible. Your i nformat ion is vital to my study which
is for a rnaste(· ' s thesis on parent-child af inity.
I would
":r ·eat ly appreciate you c· time and cooperation in c ompl et in ,.
che l'ollowin ·~ form as I could not c ar ey out my study without
your help nnd effort.
I will, a l so , be mo · e than willin to
share the results with you when the study is completed.
Thank y ou since r ely,

Elhabeth Aoki
Gr aduate Student
Utah State University

J. Crai g Peery, Ph. D.
Major Professo r
Dept. of Family and Child Development
Utah State University
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'fhi::; L; H c hec klist ,_· on c ernin , ~ attachment and (! Ont a c t that
pa:- cnt.s have with c h il d r en . It i s r ealized that there are
va r i atio n s in attachment an d c ontac t behavio r from situat ion
to situat io n and from t i me to tim e . Plea se answer the
questions as fra nkly and as accurat ely as possibl e .

GENE.ttAL INiO.il'iATION

1. Name of chil d attendin ~ the Chi ld Dev elopment Center :

2 . Hue band ' :; Year ol" 0i rth_ _ _ __ Wife 1 s Year of Birth_ _ _ __

3 . Please

chc~k

the

hi~;h e st

level of edu" at ion c ompleted:

Husband

Wife

Les s than Hi 1Y! Scho ol
Compl et ed Hi ~h School
1-3 Ye a r s Colle 8 e
4 Years Coll e g e o r
Bac helor ' s De gree
Some Graduat e School
l~aste c ' s De e;r ee
Do cto:-al De,;r ee ( Ph . D.)
____________ Other Schoo lin 3~·--------------

'l.

Ma.)oc area of study ( fo r edu c ation beyond h i gh school):
Hu sbund___________________________________________________
'!Iii' c__________

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _________

5. Hu sban d ' s Occupation_________

Wife's Occupation

-- - - -

6 . .; u"'f ent Tot al Annual In come of Household (before taxes dedu c ted):
Unde r 1!3 , 000
$ 3 , 000 t o ~4 , 999
~5,000 to $6 , 999
~7 , 000 to ~9,999
Over ~ 1 0,000

1. Numb e r of Years Mar ri ed.______
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8 . Please list the chi ldr en in the fami l y .
~hild

and a ge o f each

Indicat e the sex
in o r der fr om oldes t to youn ~ est.

Ag e

Sex
1.

Years

2.

Years - - - - - - Months

-----

3.
~ ..

Years

Honths

Months

c li, ,iou s ilac k ,~round (op t ional):
tt o man J atholL:
Pr otestant
J ewish

LDS

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Othe .·
10 . Ty p e oi c or:ununity in whi ,n you (.\r ew up:

Wife

Husband
Hur al
U1· ban

.i:'lc a se a nswer the fo llowin ,c. ques tion s as f,-an kly and as
~~c u r aL e ly a s poss i ble .
Che c k the ap pr op r i at e answe~,
wher e appli c3 bl e .
11. Do you hu ~ . k i ss , or us c othe r f o r ms of to u c hin ,_ b e twe en
the two o c' you , a s husban d and wife, i n front of you c
child r en?
Neve r

Sometimes___

Often

Vc " y Often

12 . Do you hu ,~ . kiss , o r use oLh8r fo , ms o l' toud1in
yO Ul' c h ild ren wit h i n the home?

towar d

Hother:
Never___

Somet i mes___

Often

Ve r y 0 1 ten

Fath er:
Neve r

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

---

13 . Do you

en ~ ou a c e you ; c hildren to be ind e penden t and to
explo ce on thei . own?

Mother :
Never

---

Sometimes

Often

Ve r y Often

Sometimes___

Often

Ve r y Often

Fath e r :
Neve c

---
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14 . I n

~ eneral , do you use the same c hild c carln ; prac tices as
you r pa rents used with you?

Moth8r: Yes___

No

In what ways is it the same o,·

different and why? ____________________________

,•' a the ~·

:

Yes

No

In what ways is it the same or

dif 1· erent and why? _____________________________

I~-

Deocribe any dli'.Le r en c es in a ttachme nt and e ontac: t behavio r
tha t you may hkVC between the c h il dren 1n the fam il y .
Mother: _________________________________________

Fat he r· =----------------------------------------------------------

Please ans wer the fol lowl n ,~ quest ion s ln reference to you : chil d
that is p t· esently atLend i n ,_ the Child Deve lopmen t Cent e r . Please
c he <: k the most a pp ropr i ate a nswe f' .

16. Does you · ch ild hu .. , kis s , o:· use other f o t· ms o f tou c; hin ,J
t oward the ~ wi.thin the home?
Ne ver

Somet i mes___

Often___

Ve r y Oft en____

17. Does yo ur child hu ..; , kis:J , o c use othe r· f o rm s o f touc.:h in g
to wa r d

the~

Neve r

with in the home?

Som e t im es___

Of te n

Very Often_____

18 . Does you r c hild r!: et into bed w1 th the both of you (as pa rent s)
dur i n <; the ni c:ht?
Nev er

So met i mes

Often___

Ve r y Often

19. Does yo ur child sit on you l' lap to r ead b ooks or magazines?
Eother' :
Never

Somet ime s ___

Often

ve. ·y Often___

Fathe r :
Ne ver

Sometimes___

Often

Very Often

-----

-----
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20. Does your child ever not look forward to

gain~

to nursery

school?
Sometimes

Often

Very Often_ __

21. W'no takes yout· child to nu r sery school most often?

Fnthet

Other ( spedfy) _ _ _ _ _ __

Not her

22. To whom does you r child seem to be closer (in the family)?

Father

Mo ther___

Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

23. Do you find it difficult to leave or say goodbye to you :
child?
J.lother:
Never

Sometimes___

Often

Very Often___

Fa thee
Never

Samet ime s___

Often

Very Often

---

---

24. Do you perceive that it is difficult for your child to leave
or say goodbye to you?
;~other:

Never

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

~'a t.her:
Never

Sometimes

Often___

Very O.ften

-----

---

Any furthe r comments about you .· childrearin g practices dealin g
with
attachment,
con tact, or: dependency behavior would be _
welcomed:
__________________________________________

THANK YOU VERY MU.:H l·'OR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION!
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Appendix C: Data from Completed Questionnaires

~\verar~e

acre of :

Fa t he r
i(o th e r

32
JO

Le vel of cc uc a t i on :
F'a the r :

Hi.ch

1-J yrs .

colle~e

Jachrdor .!e,.ree
~racua t e school
''·"'s te r de -ree
uortora~

vv.e:r :

Ave r a~e

5
7

1

1

a nn ua l i~com e
to ~ 9 . 9 9 9

c olle~e
d e ~ re e

Bachel or
Gradua t e sc hool
~aste r de g r ee
u oct oral de g r ee
Othr; r :
Nursi n•;

10

t.

School

1- 3 yrs .

4

Vocational sch .

i:~s

h i ~h

1

de~ree

'l'ccn; ic.:L.!.

1·do th e r:

0

jc; ~1001

:

~ 7 , 000

Av e r ave number of years
8 y ea r s

~ a rri ed :

Averag e numbe r o f childr en:

2

Av e r ag e age o f pr es chool ch ild :
Re li•Lous bac~~ r ou n d :
noman C~th6 li c
f r o t es t an t
Lat t e r uay Sai nt
ro oslem
ilu-:idhist

4
4
12

~et hodist

1
1
1

Non e
Oth e r

J

Community bac kg r ound·of :
i-'a th e r :
Hural
12
Urban
16

4 years 4 mo n ths

2

f·,:o t ile r :
Rura l
Urba n

12
18

5
7
12
1

J
1
1
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~ajor ar~~

o~

s ~U J Y

of :

i"at'1 r :
uusiness

5
7

cn ; ineerin ~

J

c.ducd: i on
C:ne ,,, i ,, tr v
d io l o v .
.::le e t r.onics

2
1:

.j cj cr~ce

Comr:11t c r

lnsLru~Liona l
P:~ yc:·1 0lo.:.v

media

J' r;o l. n :·· ,: ·r,y

i·iotner :
Jusir.ess
education
!<ursin"
:tome ..:.conornics
Family a Child Dev .

1
1

1'•.'1 tt't

1

F<encn

1
1

2
1
1

.Jociolo:~y

p,;yc'wlo .c:y
Sci ence

Mother :

Fa :tcr :

.itu ':ic:'CL

T auc :0 :/ - ~u ca ~ ion

i ru' r: r
t:. r·y

1'--tc k ;~~ln ~er

rnercnar· t
manager

C o rr~tJ i ~~

11.icr·

1

2

&iolo~y

Occupa t i on o'' :

iVJ i.li

a

4

2
1
2

Com~uter

~ !'"'

4

J''.' ...-tve

:~~aintainer

~o eg cr

11

7

16

Housewife
Student

6

J

Teacher

2
1
1

Secretary
Compute r Programer

~urse

2
2
2
1

1
1
1

JU 8sti.ons
ru ~ . kiss , or use otn e r forms of touching between
trt e t•·: o o f you , as husban d and 'N i e , i n front of your
chilt.iren ?

11. Uo yo u

Ne vG: r

1

~or'i':! tines

'Je :y

8

16

Oft. en
CJ

0

tcn

4

12 . ~o you hJ .· , kiEs , or us e nth Fr forms of touchin~ toward
your c~1il•ir':n within the :1omP.?

fathc <:

~ot n er:

t:rc•JQ<
~01'1e Liir;es

() ftr,r,
·;

-,
1 .)

•

1 ; ;•;

~o .V O l!

• ft"

t.;z p l o r- '·

;.:o

t.~ ~ ":r: .:t

1
2

l:e;·.r cr

lJ

CJ ftcn

14

'/ e r:: Ciften

1
4

16
6

,-;r:o., •C) your cn i l Jr e n to 00. indepenr!ent and to
:.·.ei.r rr :1n'(
?at h., ~ :

L: .e :- :

0

l • '; '_lr ;-.
.J r,·· •

So ~n0 times

.

! rnr.! ;;

(.,: ~-'·:'
,· ~: r · • l- ;"t t: n

')

15

6

i\ c ver
.;r,:c,eti:',e::
C..:ften
Very Often

0

7
15
6
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1 4 . In

~cnera l , ~o you use l lle sar1e chil:-~rearin>; practices as
your rnC"e ~ts used with V(Ji..l?
·
Father :
h1oth .:> r:
Yes
14
Yes
1J
No
16
No
15

ln wq::s. t ways is it the sa:ne or different an ~l ,.,~';)y'?
r1'}1os e ·:.tho ,q ns·,, erecl "yef:. .. r-~avc re!-!scns such as : saMe
punis 1-1r.;0n ts , ~ :--~~:1~ clo~=e~~css '.·.•-L th child , same rl isci pl.in c
and lovo . '.:.'host0 ~:.tho ~:1s·.v erc!d "no" :-ave rca. son s s uch as :
mora L i bcr::.l wi. th chi lo , more acceptan ce and love , 1ess
physical runi s:r~r~;cr.t , t;i ve mor e en~ o ~~ ra.r:er:1ent to tne rhild .

15. Jcscribe any differences in

atta~hment

anti co n t dct teh8vior

t !1at ,v0 u may hn.ve Le tw eer th0 children in the f ami ly .

c'ot'. mo t he r a,.:, :ather tr"n'ied to sa:'/ tha;; t hey pay mo r e
attenLion to t~c yo~nuer ch ild (when there is one) , 3ix
fami lie~; (,a ve only one child , :'ive f<.tm ili es said there is
lit1.lc 0r no diffe r ence in the i r conta ct be hav io r . If a
d i ffere~ce was expr essed , both paren ts feel closer to , ha v e
more physicc,l contact with the y oun:~e r child , and tend to
physically punish the old er chiLl rr.oce .

16 . Docs your child hu v , kiss , or use other forms of touchin c
tow ard the mother within the home?
Never
0
So 1reti.rnes
5
Often
16
Very Often
9

17 . Does yo ur ch ild hu e , kiss , or use othe r forms of

touc hin~

toward the father within th e home?
i~cver

Sometir1es

Often
Very Often

0

9
1J

7

18 . Does your chilJ ~ et int o be d with the both of you ( as
p'l.r c n ·ts ) duriw; the ni{;tl t?
Nev er
10
Sometimes
18
Often
1
Very Often
1
1 9 . Does your child sit on your Ja p to read books or mar;a.z ines?

;.:oth c!· :

Father :

;~r.vrr

0

1\:c vcr

SoMetime s
Oft r, n
Very Gf t en

9

So!Tletimes
Of1.?.n
Very often

14

7

2
10

12

5
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20. Does your child ever not look for· ·:ard to e;oing to nursery

school?
Never
Sometimes
Often
Very Often

20

10
0
0

21. Who takes your child to nursery school most often?
Mother
22
Father
12
Grandmo ther
1
Neighbo r
1
22. To whom does your child
hlother
24
Father
10

se ~ m

to be closer?

23. Do you find it difficult to leave or say goodbye to your
child?
1·1other:

1\ever

Someti11es
Often
Very Often

8
20
2
0

Father:
Never
Sometimes
Often
Very Often

11
14

3
0

24 . Do you perceive that it is diffic ult for your child to
leave or say. :;ood bye to you?
Mother :
Father:
Never
8
Neve r
9
Sometimes
17
Sometimes
17
Often
5
Often
1
Very Often
0
Very Often
0
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Appendix D: Definitions of Leave-Taking Behavior Items

Child Behavior
wave--Child waves his hand toward paren t.

The forearm is

raised and the hand opened , pa lm towards pa rent.
co~mented

and Leach

that the

~~aunt

or number of

Blurton Jones
wavin~

move -

ments , and whether wrist or upper arm joint s or finsers pro vide cne movement , seem to 1iffer from one individual to ano ther.
smile -- The mouth is pa rtially opened and the mouth corners
turned up .
child

~o

smilin~

attempt was made to different iate between the
at the

teache~ ,

parint , or at no one in particular ,

kiss --The child reaches up to parent and t o uch es his lips to
the parent ' s face .
clin~ -- Child

seeks close proximity to the parent by holding

on t o some part of the parent ' s body , and renains close to him .
touch -- Child

r~aches

out and actively touches the parent .

ihis includeti nold in ~ hands , e mbracin ~ the parent's legs , lean ing a;/ainsc the oarent ,

touchin ,~

the parent ' s clothes , and so

on .
face -- Child turns fac e and eyes tow ard parent, for what e ver duration .
hu~ ·- Chilrl

braces

~im .

nuts

~nild

~rmG

around

hu~uin~

th~

neck

was usually

oft~~

parent and em -

r~cip r oca t ed

by the

parent ,
gaze
o r not.

~ -- Child

looks at parent , whether eye contact is made
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gaze T-- Child looks at teacher , whether eye contact is made
o r not .
~aze

back - - Child looks

bac~

in direction of parent after he

has walked away from the parent , or looks back when he is in
front (with back to parent) or ahead of the parent .

Whole

body is usually not turned around , but hea d and upper t or so
is twisted enouch to allow child to look behind him .
flat affec: - - Child has no expression or an expression of in difference on his face as he enters preschoo l area and t h is
expression endu res throu ghout time until he or pa r ent leaves .
back to P -- Child t urns away so that his back is toward the
parent , fo r whatever duration .
app r oach P --Child moves toward parent .
initiate a way --Chi l d makes initiatinR movem ent that leads to
paren t and child definitely

separa t in~

from each other,

The

child moves away f r om the parent f irst .
Parent l>ehavio r
approach C-- Parent moves toward child .
appr oach

T -- ~a r ent

moves t oward teac her .

wave -- Parent wa ves his hand toward t he child .

The f orearm

is r aised and the hand op ened , pa lm toward th e child,
sm i le C-- Parent sm iles w~en lookinG at chil~ (re ga rdles s o f
whether the cnil~ is lookin ~ at him) .
smile

T -- l~r~nt

smiles when

lookin~

at the teacher .

kiss -- Yarent touches his lios to the child ' s face .
the child ' s

~iss

Us ually

was reciprocated with a kiss f r om the parent ,

but the parent ' s ~iss was not necessarily returned by the child .
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touch - - Pa re nt touches child.

This includes

holdin~

hands ,

hand on shoulrler , hand on back , hand on 'lead, an d so on .
h room-- Pare~t

er.ga~es

in an activity to make the child more

neat, attractive, or presentable .

takin~

pushinG back the child ' s hair,
g l oves,

combin~

This includes strokinq or
off his coat , hat and

his hair , and so on .

hug--Parent puts arms around tne neck or upper torso of the
child a'ld embraces him . Usual ly , a hug ·nas accompanied by a
kiss.

gaze C- - Parent looks at child , re gardless of whether eye
c ontact is
raze

~ade

or not .

T- - Pare~t

looks at teacher, regardless of whether eye

contact is made or not .
Paze
has

back--~arent

mo v e~

greet

looks back in direction of chil1 after he

away from the child .

T -- Pare~t

moves toward teacher , looks at her and seems

to add re ss some remarks to her .
out as the parent

a~d

This was

~o u nted

if carried

child entered the preschool area .

initiate away --Pare nt

m~k~s

first move away from child , thus

initiating the separation .
Teacher Behavior
approach C- - Teacher moves
chil1 is still or
apr,roacr,

t~•ard

chil1 ,

r~~~rdl~ss

of whether

movin~ .

P-- ·~·e acher

moves io.'lard parent , recrardle: ::;s of whe -

ther nar2nt is still or

rnovin ~ .

smile C- - meac her smiles at child when

lookin~

at him .
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smile P- - ·re achcr smil e s .. ,:,,:! n lool-:in::; ;:.t
touch -- 'l' ea c:~e r

touch e s t he child .

han : on b::tc k , ,-nn J on
~a ze C -- ~e~ch er

• ye c ontact is
gaze

P -- t~

,lC:td ,

looks

ma~e

r~is

t~te

p::1r e nt .

includes holding hanas ,

fl'ind on sh oul ·I e r , and so on .

towar~

child , recardless of

~het h er

or not .

.che r looks toward parent , re'a r dless of whether

eye co ntact I s nade or not .
tal k -- Tea~ .~ r sen~s

.... 1-J ile lookin- at them .

to

ad~ress

he r remarks to parent or child
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